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Abstract

In this paper, we show how to capture an actor with no intrusive trackers and without any special environment like blue set, how to estimate its 3D-geometry and how to insert this geometry into a virtual world in real-time. We use several cameras in conjunction with background subtraction to produce silhouettes of the actor as observed from the different camera viewpoints. These silhouettes allow the 3D-geometry of the actor to be estimated by a voxel based method. This geometry is rendered with a marching cube algorithm and inserted into a virtual world. Shadows of the actor corresponding to virtual lights are then added and interactions with objects of the virtual world are proposed. The main originality of this paper is to propose a complete pipeline that can computes up to 30 frames per second.

Since the rapidity of the process depends mainly on its slowest step, we present here all these steps. For each of them, we present and discuss the solution that is used. Some of them are new solutions, as the 3D shape estimation which is achieved using graphics hardware. Results are presented and discussed.


1. Introduction

The CYBER project\textsuperscript{†} inserts a live actor into a virtual world in real-time. To achieve this operation with realism, the animator must be integrated perfectly in its virtual environment. This perfect insertion requires more than a simple composite of the video flow over the rendered 3D-scene. First, we must add shadows of the actor as would be casted by the lights in the virtual scene. This prevents the impression that the actor flies above the floor. We must also relight the video flow to take account of the virtual environment lighting. Without that, combined pictures are not convincing and a virtual red light near the actor does not impact its visual aspect. Finally, just combining 3D environment and video data does not allow any interaction with the virtual scene.

\textsuperscript{†} http://www-artis.imag.fr/CYBER

This topic is very important for television industry using virtual sets and on-line presentations, for games where the player is rendered into the game, for education where the student visits a virtual place.

In this paper, our objective is to demonstrate that it is feasible to capture an actor with no intrusive trackers and without any special environment or material, estimate shape, and combine it with a virtual world up to 30 times per second.

The paper is organized as follows: previous work are reviewed in section 2. Section 3 describes the hardware and software architecture which are used. Section 4 is devoted to the capture stage: in particular camera calibration and background subtraction are discussed. Section 5 presents our original approach to real-time shape estimation which is based on graphics hardware. Section 6 proposes two examples of actor integration into a virtual world: high quality real-time shadows of the actor and real-time interaction with
virtual objects in the scene. Finally we discuss the results before concluding.

2. Previous Work

Several approaches have been proposed to insert a live actor into a virtual scene at interactive rates. 3D information can be retrieved using stereo cameras which generate range images\textsuperscript{[4-7]}. This technique is able to reconstruct concave regions and the Virtualized Reality system\textsuperscript{[24]} shows that it can work on large dynamic objects. Matusik\textsuperscript{[14]} computes a visual hull from multiple camera views, using epipolar geometry, and generates a 3D textured model (each camera retrieving a colored silhouette).

Geometry information can also be retrieved by Voxel Coloring\textsuperscript{[17]}; it consists in testing color consistency of voxels from the surface of the geometry among all the points of view.

Another approach is to use voxel carving: a volume is discretized into voxels, which can be used as a step to fit a skeleton\textsuperscript{[20]}, or to analyze human movements by fitting ellipsoids\textsuperscript{[1]}.

An interesting application by Lok\textsuperscript{[11]} is to combine advanced interactions within the virtual world.

These methods have some drawbacks: concave regions which are difficult to capture or the number of views which are needed, but combining them as in Li\textsuperscript{[10]} can reduce these problems and can improve the speed as well as the quality of the estimated geometry.

All these methods are working at interactive rates, but not at 30Hz on full VGA resolution images and with standard cameras. The solution that we propose does not have such limitation, and we will describe how to maintain this frame rate all along the process.

3. System architecture

3.1. Hardware architecture

Our hardware architecture is described in Figure 1. It is composed of four standard IEEE 1394 cameras (Sony DFW-VL500) running at a resolution of 640x480 pixels. The color mode which is used is YUV4:2:2. Each camera is connected to a Pentium4 PC running at 1.6 GHz. We use a 1Gbit/sec Ethernet network between the PCs and a SGI Onyx 3000-IR3. The Onyx is configured to use 8 R12000 processors. The output of the Onyx is a 100Hz display screen.

The actor can move inside a 2m large square. We do not use blue background (see Figure 2) but we use a controlled lighting environment with a grid of fluorescent lights. The cameras are not externally synchronized.

Figure 1: Hardware configuration of the system.

Figure 2: The experimental setup. Cameras are surrounded by red circles in the image.

3.2. Software architecture

PCs are running Windows 2000 with an IEEE 1394 library developed at Carnegie Mellon University\textsuperscript{[23]} to drive the cameras. The OpenCV\textsuperscript{[15]} library is used for camera calibration.

The different modules are shown in Figure 3. Cameras are set in continuous mode and produce 30 frames per second. On each PC, an infinite loop process subtracts the background (see Section 4.2) and filters the images. Results are sent to the Onyx via the network. Background subtraction and filtering takes less than 33ms per frame, and thus a data flow of 30Hz can be achieved. This rate is perfectly constant as the whole process if waiting for the camera capture, and this guarantees coherency between cameras (gap between two cameras is less than 1/30 second). Working with an external trigger would have lowered the frame rate to 15Hz.

Five processes run in parallel on the Onyx. Four of them are just buffering images coming from the subtraction/filtering modules (via the network). The fifth process is an infinite loop taking alternatively data from each buffer and therefore synchronizing the flows coming from the cameras. This last process estimates the 3D geometry of the actor.
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Figure 3: The different modules involved (dashed rectangles correspond to processes.)

(see Section 5) and performs the integration with the virtual world (see Section 6).

4. Capture
4.1. Camera calibration
Calibration is required to recover positions, orientations and internal parameters of the cameras involved in the reconstruction process. These information are needed to project voxels into image planes and verify which of them belong to the silhouette cones and therefore to the estimated shape. The calibration information are encoded in projection matrices, one per image, which are estimated in a preliminary step. Note that we therefore assume that all the camera parameters remain constant during the real time 3D environment and video data combining step. In order to estimate the projection matrices, we use a calibration pattern with known Euclidean characteristics: a chess-board. Since exact Euclidean characteristics of the scene are not needed for combining virtual and real images but only its geometry up to a scale, we do not use the exact Euclidean dimensions of the chess-board’s squares but just the fact that they are of equal dimensions. Estimating projection matrices from coplanar points with known positions is then a well known problem, see 22,26 for instance. We use the Open Computer Vision Library15. Such library offers solutions for both corner extraction and projection matrix estimation. Note that camera distortion could also be taken into account using the OpenCV library. However, such distortion does not appear to be significant in our case and we neglect it. Finally, we mention that we are currently implementing a new calibration system based on a more flexible pattern than the chess-board which is difficult to position efficiently in the scene.

4.2. Background subtraction
In our application, relevant and irrelevant information in the images correspond to foreground and background information respectively, where the background is assumed to be static and can therefore be learned a priori. Thus, extracting relevant information—the silhouettes—consists in detecting foreground, or equivalently background, pixels in the images. The solution generally adopted for that purpose is to verify pixels’ values and detect changes. Indeed a background pixel value should be constant over the time while foreground pixel value should vary at some time. Following this principle, several approaches exist that check the intensity functions at each pixel. Robust ones use temporal filters to detect changes as well as spatial filters to cluster pixels and eliminate false detection (see 21 for a comparative study). However, in our context the critical issue is not robustness but how fast the operation is. Indeed, even if artifacts exist, they are usually not consistent over the image set and thus removed during the reconstruction step. Consequently, we use a simple but fast method. Background pixels are assumed to follow Gaussian distributions, possibly correlated, in the YUV space. Such distributions are learned a priori from a set of background images. The fact that a pixel belongs to the silhouette or the background is then checked by thresholding its Mahalanobis distance to the background mean position in the YUV space. Note that in order to take into account shadows during the subtraction, constraints on the intensity (the Y parameter) values could easily be relaxed. As a result, we obtain a flow of black and white pictures representing the silhouettes as viewed by the different cameras (see Figure 4). This operation takes in average 22ms per image.

Figure 4: Background subtraction: the first row shows background images, the second row some images taken during runtime, and the third row displays the corresponding extracted silhouette bitmaps.

We have also implemented and tested binary morpholog-
ical filters to remove artifacts such as isolated pixels. However, the benefit is not really important while time consuming is significant. Finally, the silhouette extraction takes less than 23 ms per frame. The resulting bitmaps are sent to the buffering modules via the local network. The flow is cadenced by internal cameras clocks which deliver images at 30Hz. The output of the buffering modules is then used for shape estimation as explained in the next section.

5. Shape estimation

The next step is to estimate the scene geometry in order to compute illumination interactions. We are given, at each instant, several silhouettes corresponding to different camera viewpoints. The shape that can be estimated from these silhouettes is the visual hull of the objects under consideration. The visual hull is in fact the maximal solid shape consistent with the object silhouettes. Such an approximation of the scene captures all the geometric information available from the silhouettes. Several approaches have been proposed to compute visual hulls. They can be roughly separated into two categories: volume based approaches and surface based approaches.

The first category includes methods that approximate visual hulls by collections of elementary cells called voxels and carve them according the silhouette information (See \cite{18} and \cite{5} for reviews). Approaches in this category can handle objects with complex topologies. Note that due to the space discretizations, they lead to approximations only of the visual hull, and that such approximations can be computationally expensive when precision is required.

The second category of approaches estimates elements of the visual hull’s surface by intersecting the viewing cones associated the silhouettes \cite{2, 13}. These category of approaches suffer from numerical instabilities \cite{9}. Consequently, they often lead to surface models which are incomplete or corrupted, in particular when considering objects with complex topologies. Also, the visual hull itself is an approximation of the scene geometry and an exact description of an approximation of the scene is not necessarily required to compute illumination interaction. Thus, we have chosen for our application a voxel-carving approach (see Figure 5).

The accuracy of reconstructed geometry is depending on the way cameras are situated in the scene: in our case we wanted to be able to reconstruct a whole body, so the reconstructed space is $2m^3$ large. At a $64^3$ resolution each voxel in this case is $3cm$ large. We could work on smaller objects with a better precision by focusing cameras on a reduced space, for example to reconstruct only the hands of the actor with a $0.5cm$ accuracy.

The following part describes how graphics hardware can be efficiently used for a voxel-carving implementation.

5.1. Hardware assisted voxelisation

Classically, a cube of $N^3$ voxels is considered as the discrete space to be carved. In this paper, we also use $N^3$ cells but instead of voxels, we consider $N^3$ images of $N^2$ pixels. These images are located in the middle of each voxel slices. With this approach, we can benefit from graphic hardware at different stages of the process as shall be seen. In this section, we consider $N=64$ pictures of $N$ by $N$ pixels. A discussion of the parameter $N$ is proposed in Section 7.

We read one silhouette in each buffer and transform it into an OpenGL texture of $128x128$ pixels as in Figure 6.

For each camera, we project the silhouette textures in voxel-space using graphics hardware facilities. This approach is similar to the one used by Lok\cite{11} but with fewer

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.png}
\caption{Principle of voxel carving.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{Four textures corresponding to the silhouettes coming from the different buffer modules.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure7.png}
\caption{Projections of the silhouettes onto the different slices for each camera. Red circles identify the involved cameras in each image.}
\end{figure}
constraints. Figure 7 shows the depth projections on 64 planes corresponding to the grid of $64^3$ voxels. Note that to ensure correct texture projections, the glHint parameter in OpenGL must be set to the highest level.

Figure 7: Depth projections on 64 planes corresponding to the grid of $64^3$ voxels.

Figure 8: Texture projection tiled in a single 512x512 texture map (8x8 textures of 64x64 pixels).

All the projected textures corresponding to the same camera viewpoint are tiled in a single texture map of 512x512 pixels. This size corresponds to 64 projections of the silhouette textures composed by 64x64 pixels (see Figure 8).

Figure 9: Logical AND operation on four textures projected to the same slice.

To determine the volume corresponding to the scene visual hull we must find the intersection between the projection of all bitmap images. Again, we take here advantage of the hardware: blending facilities of OpenGL can simulate the AND operation that is used for the intersection: by calling
\[ \text{glBlendFunc(GL_DST_COLOR, GL_ZERO)} \]
successive renderings of projected silhouettes will be combined with previous ones using the AND operator.

Figure 9 shows the result of the AND logical operation with the different projected texture on the same plane. Note that we always work with the same planes representing the slices of the original voxel grid.

Figure 10: Logical AND operation on four tiled textures. On the left, the tiled texture is shown, on the right all the textured quads located in the virtual world are displayed.

Figure 11: Voxel representation of the AND operation on four tiled textures.

Finally, to obtain the voxels representing the actor we just consider each white pixel in the final tiled texture map as a voxel (see Figure 11).

5.2. Pseudocode for the reconstruction

The different steps of the shape estimation algorithm are as follow:

- Disable depth test
- Disable blend
- For each camera
  - Transform silhouette to texture
  - Set texture matrix to camera parameters
    - For each slice
      - Set working area to a tile
      - Render a quad with texture projected
    - Enable blend
- Read whole frame buffer (glReadPixels)
- Convert white pixels to voxels
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5.3. Marching cube on binary voxels

To produce a triangulated surface from the voxel data, we use the classical marching cube\textsuperscript{12} algorithm. From an implicit function defined over space (the voxels reconstructed so far), the goal is to derive a smoother surface by reconstructing triangle strips (see figure 13).

![Figure 13: Left: the relation between the input voxels (shaded squares), the in or out values on each grid corner, and the reconstructed contour. Right: in 3D, a table is used to list triangle strips. The code of the cell, computed from the corner values, is used to index a fixed table of edge lists. In the case shown (10011101 = 157), we have strips[157] = \{6, 10, 1, 8, 0, END\}.](image)

The implementation used provides a slight improvement over the original algorithm for OpenGL rendering, because we pre-compute stripping into the strips table. A simple combinator pass over the table combines triangles sharing one edge into strips, and reduces the total number of vertices by 29% (and the data send by only 21%, because of the STOP code(s) inserted when more than one strip is needed for a cell). But in practice, a speedup of approximatively 2 is observed, because the triangle do share edges, but also because all the cells don’t have the same compression ratio, nor the same probability.

The final result is shown in figure 14. The roughness observed (and particularly the normal quantization) is due to the binary nature of the input data. A smoothing should be used at that level to improve the surface regularity.

![Figure 14: Different resolutions of the marching cube (8\textsuperscript{3}, 16\textsuperscript{3}, 32\textsuperscript{3}, 64\textsuperscript{3}).](image)

6. 3D Graphics integration

The 3D model can be used for visual purposes: it can be rendered "as is" in a virtual world with points or cubes (see Figures 12 and 14), but it also permits volumetric effects and interaction.

![Figure 15: Marching cube representation: Shadow due to a virtual light. Left: the actor seems to be "flying" above the floor. Right: shadows remove this impression.](image)

To integrate the avatar in a realistic way in a virtual scene we must add cast shadows. These shadows help understanding relative object position in the virtual scene. In particular, it prevents the actor from "flying above" the floor (see Figures 15). Many real-time techniques, based on geometry\textsuperscript{3, 6} or on a bitmap representation\textsuperscript{25, 16} can be used. Since the geometry is changing at each frame, we chose a simple projective shadow technique which is fast, does not depend on geometry complexity and cast shadows on any geometry. Shadows in the scene are precalculated and we only need to calculate at each frame the shadows cast by the avatar. This is done by rendering a black and white texture representing the avatar as seen from the light source and by projecting this image on the scene geometry following the light direction.

Another advantage to dispose of 3D information is that...
we can calculate collision between the avatar and its virtual environment. We implemented a virtual synthesizer, symbolized by five semi-transparent cubes that play different sounds when the avatar collides them (see Figure 16). Another example implemented was interaction with a virtual light, with a 3D interface (same cubes) allowing a light source to move around the avatar. Note that we don’t match a skeleton to the avatar (like Theobald), so we can’t detect which part of the body is colliding. We only used the percentage of filled voxel in different particular regions of our grid of voxel.

7. Results

As seen in section 4.2, it takes less than 25ms to capture and extract the actor, that permits taking advantage of the maximum performance from cameras. On the server part, we show in detail how we reconstruct also at 30fps.

The following table shows precisely how much time is spent in each processing step. The reconstruction time is the most important. It is distributed between the number of renderers done (N per camera, where N is the resolution of voxel space) and the transfer from frame buffer (N$^3$ pixels) to our voxel data structure in main memory. As each of this call is time consuming, we do it only once by previously rendering the whole N$^3$ pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>step</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scene rendering (34,000 triangles)</td>
<td>6ms</td>
<td>6ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ receiving 4 textures</td>
<td>2ms</td>
<td>8ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ reconstruction 64$^3$</td>
<td>15ms</td>
<td>23ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ rendering as cubes</td>
<td>3ms</td>
<td>26ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time for each step, with 4 cameras and 64$^3$ voxels

We integrate our reconstruction into several virtual scenes with different resolutions to see the limits of our method. The following table show results obtained in a 34,000 polygons scene (see Figure 12). We can see that the 30fps constraint is respected even at the highest voxel resolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>voxel-space resolution</th>
<th>time(fps) with shadow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64$^3$</td>
<td>26ms(33Hz) 41ms(20Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32$^3$</td>
<td>13ms(50Hz) 18ms(50Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16$^3$</td>
<td>10ms(50Hz) 14ms(50Hz)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Conclusion

As demonstrated in section 7, we have been able to achieve the real-time constraint all over the pipelined processing. We should emphasis that it was a tough work to spot out the bottlenecks, and to solve them. In particular, we are running at the maximum camera’s rate and definition, and at the maximum of the texture size allowed on the Onyx’s IR3. So this is the best we could possibly obtain from that setup.

To go even further, we plan to upgrade the setup in the following ways:

- By connecting a video camera to the Onyx server, we will render a color image mapped onto the geometry. As 3D geometry of the avatar is known, we can relight each pixel of this image according to the virtual lighting.
- Add more contour cameras (e.g. 2 or 4 by PCs) to have tighter volume carving, and less ambiguities. The next setup targeted will start with 20 cameras.
- Use higher definition contour cameras (e.g. Sony VL900) running at 2048x2048 @ 10Hz. And use time multiplexing to keep a good frame rate.
- Use several graphic cards to compute the voxel carving, and improve geometry extraction by running the marching cube on a continuous inside-ness function.

Furthermore, video integration into the virtual scene could be improved by using real-time soft smooth shadows, for instance inspired from 19.

We’re also working on interacting with the virtual worlds: because we have a real-time reconstruction of the actor’s shape, we are able to compute contacts between the real actor and the virtual set. This open us the exciting world of live virtual experiences.
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